Nano and Radio Sciences

As of 1.8.2018 Nano and Radio Sciences programme will be called Master’s Programme in Electronics and Nanotechnology. The latest curriculum (2018-2019) and all study information can be found in the Into-page of Electronics and Nanotechnology.

Master's Programme in Nano and Radio Sciences consists of five (5) majors:

- Advanced Materials and Photonics
- Micro- and Nanoelectronic Circuit Design
- Micro- and Nanosciences
- Radio Science and Engineering
- Space Science and Technology

All the majors consist of 65 ECTS of studies. The extent of the Master of Science (Tech) degree is 120 ECTS credits which means two years of full-time studies.

The recommended study schedules are found under Planning your studies.

This website is mainly aimed at the students studying in the programme. The site contains the student study guide for the master’s programme with materials and instructions on all the majors available in the programme. Here you will find the programme curriculum as well as detailed guidelines for planning your studies.

If you want to apply for the programme, please see studies.aalto.fi.
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**Intossa käyttökatko - Serviceavbrott i Into - Maintenance break on Into 23.4.**
19.04.2018 17:46

**Aalto Space app: Sisäilmapalvelu saatavilla/Indoor Climate Service available**
19.04.2018 12:46

**Spring junk bike collection in Otaniemi**
16.04.2018 15:31

**Kevään romupyöräkeräys Otaniemessä**
16.04.2018 15:15

**Student of technology: apply for Summer School in Tongji University, Shanghai**
16.04.2018 08:15
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